
Report to: Licensing & Regulatory Committee  Date of Meeting: 26 September 
2016

  
Subject: Summary of Taxi Licensing Enquiries and Complaints

Report of: Head of Regulation & Compliance Wards Affected: All

Is this a Key Decision? No Is it included in the Forward 
Plan? No

Exempt/Confidential No 

Purpose/Summary

To inform members of the types of enquiries and complaints handled by the Taxi 
Licensing Unit.

Recommendation(s)

That Licensing and Regulatory Committee: 

i) Notes this report; and

ii) Request further reports of this nature are brought to future committee meetings.

How does the decision contribute to the Council’s Corporate Objectives?

Corporate Objective Positive 
Impact

Neutral 
Impact

Negative 
Impact

1 Creating a Learning Community 

2 Jobs and Prosperity 

3 Environmental Sustainability 

4 Health and Well-Being 

5 Children and Young People 

6 Creating Safe Communities 

7 Creating Inclusive Communities 

8 Improving the Quality of Council Services 
and Strengthening Local Democracy



Reasons for the Recommendation:

In order that the Licensing & Regulatory Committee can be kept up to date with issues 
concerning the Taxi Licensing Service



What will it cost and how will it be financed?

(A) Revenue Costs

The cost of the service is wholly recovered from the ring fenced Taxi Licensing 
Trade Account, (Revenue Budget BD12). 

(B) Capital Costs

None.

Implications:

The following implications of this proposal have been considered and where there are 
specific implications, these are set out below:

Legal                                     

Finance                                 
 

Human Resources               None

Equality
1. No Equality Implication

2. Equality Implications identified and mitigated

3. Equality Implication identified and risk remains

Impact on Service Delivery:

Improved standards and greater customer focus.

What consultations have taken place on the proposals and when?

The Head of Corporate Resources has been consulted and notes the report indicates no 
direct financial implications for the Council.  The cost of the service is wholly recovered 
from the ring fenced Taxi Licensing Trade Account. (FD 3595/16)

The Head of Regulation and Compliance has been consulted and has no comments on 
the report. (LD 3595/16)

Are there any other options available for consideration?

None.





Implementation Date for the Decision

Immediately following the Committee Meeting.

Contact Officer: Mark Toohey
Tel: 0151 934 2274
Email: mark.toohey@sefton.gov.uk

Background Papers:

None

1. Background

1.1 During discussions at previous Licensing & Regulatory Committee meetings, 
members have requested information concerning complaints and enquiries 
handled by the Taxi Licensing Unit (TLU). Prior to April 2016, this data was not in 
a format that could easily be produced and reported on.

1.2 Due to changes within the complaint handling database, details of all enquiries 
received can now be more easily reported on and grouped into types of 
complaints/enquiries.  Annex 1 contains a table summarising all enquiries and 
complaints handled by the TLU from 1 April to 31 August 2016.

2 Types of enquiries & complaints

2.1 The types of complaints are separated into the following headings;

 Freedom of Information requests (recorded separately for easier scrutiny 
by the Information Commissioners Office)

 Vehicle accident reports (required to be reported by Council conditions)
 Official notification of conviction/caution (typically from the Police or another 

local authority)
 Allegation of conviction/caution (from any other source including 

anonymous or from a newspaper article)
 Public body enquiry (typically government departments making requests 

concerning drivers and vehicle owners)
 Guide dog refusal (without a driver exemption certificate)
 Overcharging
 Solicitor enquiry (often handling a road traffic accident case and enquiring 

about vehicle or driver details – information is provided for a fee following a 
data protection request)

 Age related vehicle check (older vehicles that have not previously been 
licensed by Sefton in the preceding 6 months are required to be examined 
for fitness by a Council officer)

 Lost property (often disputes about lost property that have not been handed 
into the Police come to the Council)

 Driver conduct or appearance (this covers a wide range of issues but 
offensive language or personal hygiene would be included)
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 Driving style (passengers unhappy with the way in which they were driven 
or complaints of road rage have been received and complaints of 
dangerous driving are referred to the Police)

 Unlicensed activity (could be plying for hire without the correct licence or 
just completely unlicensed)

 Document irregularity (non-production of a DBS certificate or insurance 
when requested)

 Request for advice
 Miscellaneous (something that doesn’t easily fit into the other categories) 

3 Examples of enquires & complaints

3.1 Vehicle Accidents. 18 vehicle accident reports have been received this year so 
far. The condition on reporting accidents states: 

“Full details of any accident involving injury or material damage (including the 
condition of the licensed vehicle) and an insurance policy (valid at the time of the 
accident), within 72 hours of the accident occurring” 

3.2 It may be necessary to examine the vehicle prior to it being allowed to be used as 
a licensed vehicle again dependent on the level of damage and information 
available.

3.3 Official notification of conviction or caution. The Common Law Police 
Disclosure guidance states the following:

“Common Law Police Disclosure (CLPD) ensures that where there is a public 
protection risk, the police will pass information to the employer or regulatory body 
to allow them to act swiftly to put in measures to mitigate any danger. CLPD 
replaces the Notifiable Occupations Scheme (NOS) and focuses on providing 
timely and relevant information which might indicate a public protection risk. 
Information is passed on at charge or arrest rather than on conviction, which may 
be some time after.”

3.4 Information at an early stage allows the Council to make a timely decision as to 
the fitness of a driver to continue to hold a licence or not. Of the 9 received so far 
this year, one has come direct from a driver for points on a licence and the others 
are for cautions given by Liverpool City Council for road traffic offences. More 
serious offences may lead to revocation or suspension of a licence, minor road 
traffic offences are dealt with by issuing a defect/advisory notice.

3.5 Allegation of conviction or caution. We have received two so far this year. One 
was to inform us that a driver has a conviction for assault which is currently being 
investigated.  The other concerned allegations of fraud and drug use. 
Investigations made offered no evidence to support this allegation.

3.6 Public body enquiry. There have been 31 received so far this year. These have 
included requests for information from Police, Immigration, HM Revenue & 
Customs and Department for Work & Pensions. The request usually enquires as 
to the type and length of licences held by drivers. Some enquiries concern vehicle 
owners.



3.7 Guide dog refusal. There have been two received so far. Investigations are 
ongoing but these normally result in driver suspensions.

3.8 Overcharging. Four complaints of overcharging have been received. Two 
complaints concerned a higher fare charged for the passengers when using 
different private hire operators. Tariffs used by private hire operators are not 
regulated but tariffs cards in vehicles are a condition of licence. One was for a 
hackney carriage that took a passengers on a longer than required journey (fare 
was returned) and the other was for allegation of incorrect change received which 
could not be substantiated.

3.9 Solicitor enquiry. Litigation involving drivers or details of vehicle ownership are 
the common reason for enquiries dealt with by S35 Data Protection Act requests. 
The Council charge £33.30 for these requests.

3.10 Age related vehicle checks. 43 have been conducted so far. The checks are 
conducted to ensure older vehicles are of a sufficient standard to be licensed in 
Sefton. The checks are required at 8 years old for ordinary cars or 11 years old for 
TX type (London Taxi) vehicles.

3.11 Lost property. It is a condition that lost property should be handed into the 
Police. Complaints generally involve difficulty or time taken to return items left 
behind in vehicles that have not been left in a police station.

3.12 Driver conduct or appearance. This generates the highest number of complaints 
and 65 have been received since April.  Abusive behaviour and offensive 
language are the most common. Usually the driver involved is invited to attend a 
meeting to discuss the allegations. If it is warranted they receive a warning or 
suspension, the outcome being dependent on evidence available. Smoking in 
vehicles remains a common complaint for which fixed penalties can be issued. 
Threatening behaviour is referred to the Police. 

3.13 Driving style. 20 have been received. These typically relate to passengers having 
concerns about the manner in which a vehicle is driven. A series of complaints of 
this nature against the same driver will give cause for concern. All passengers are 
advised to refer their complaints to the Police if it involves dangerous or reckless 
driving.

3.14 Unlicensed activity. 8 complaints. It usually involves an allegation of Sefton 
licensed private hire vehicles ‘plying for hire’ outside of Sefton. 

3.15 Document irregularity. 26 have been dealt with this year. These relate to 
outstanding documents or failed requests to see documents. Persistent refusal to 
produce documents will result in revocation of licence.

3.16 Requests for advice. 29 have been received since April. These are simply 
requests for advice or information on a range of issues concerning conditions or 
licensing enquiries.



3.17 Miscellaneous. 18 in this category including complaints about seatbelts, testing 
stations, vehicle plates and defective lights. Officers can request a vehicle to 
attend for inspection in order to rectify.

4 Future Improvements

4.1 From analysing the data it is clear some types of enquires and complaints could 
have been allocated a more appropriate category (such as and age related check 
against a driver). Where complaints have been coded incorrectly this will be 
rectified. The coding of complaints in this manner is fairly new and officers will 
receive further training to improve the quality of the data and ensure a consistent 
approach to categorisation.

4.2 Feedback from members would be welcomed help develop the detail and 
frequency of these types of reports in the future.


